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In summary
•

	For the real estate sector as a whole, we expect doubledigit total returns for 2021. While led by the industrial
sector, we believe that the previously lagging retail sector
will show some signs of recovery.

•

	Consequently, we have lifted our guidance for 2021-2025 to
6.4% per annum (p.a.) from 5.4% in our spring outlook.
Returns of 5.1% p.a. are expected for the period 2022-2025.

•

	Beyond 2021, we expect the office sector to return 5.5% p.a.,
industrial sector 4.4% p.a. and the retail sector 4.1% p.a. In
alternatives, the leisure and student accommodation
sectors combined are expected to outperform the
benchmark, returning 7.3% p.a. while the Build-to-Rent (BtR)
residential sector is expected to return 6.6% p.a.

•

	Inflation concerns remain elevated and although our
economists still expect these to be transitory, we
acknowledge the risks to this view and to investment
performance in real terms. We expect needs-based assets
and sectors with structural support, where there is
sufficient pricing power to be able to pass through cost
increases, to offer the best prospects of an inflation hedge.
Furthermore, we believe operational real estate (ORE)
offers investors a relatively new style of exposure and one
capable of providing an inflation hedge.

•

	There will be a polarisation in values between a shallow
pool of high quality and sustainable assets and the wider
market.
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•	industrial returns will slow from the stellar performance
seen in 2021 but remain reasonable, with asset
management and portfolio recycling strategies key for
relative performance
•	a recovery in office values can be expected from 2022, led
by high quality and sustainable properties
•	there will be a partial recovery from retail, led by more
specialist segments but counterbalanced by continuing
structural pressures
•	among alternatives, our optimistic views on leisure and
student accommodation remain. BtR performance in 2021
was more modest than a wider market boosted by
industrial returns, but we believe it will comfortably
outperform the All Property benchmark over the next
four years.

The economic backdrop
According to our economists, the UK economy is expected to
grow by 7.5% this year and 4.9% in 20221. This is sufficient to

Inflation expectations remain heightened. LGIM expects HICP
inflation to peak above 4% in early 2022 and fall back towards
2% over the subsequent 12 months but acknowledges the risks
to this view. The market implied CPI rate as at mid-October
was 4.02% using 5-year breakeven inflation rates (the
difference between real and nominal gilt yields).
Market rates imply an increase in the UK base rate to 0.5%
during H1 2022, although a growing number of analysts expect
the first rate rise before the end of 20212. Although gilt yields
have edged up beyond 1% in recent weeks, the market implied
10-year gilt yield in five years of 1.6% remains low, relative to
historic averages and is suggestive of a relatively benign
backdrop, with persistent negative real yields for gilts and
low-risk credit.

Property income: diminished somewhat by stellar
2021 returns
The relative investment case for contracted property income
property income is reasonable, although diminished

somewhat by the yield compression seen over the year. In
practice, rental collection, although improving, remains a
challenge3. The moratorium on commercial evictions, and an
impending review on the relationships between landlords and
occupiers, potentially scrutinising upward-only rent reviews,
represent potential risks to property’s perceived value.
Nevertheless, our forecasts imply a reasonable risk premium
of 3.5% in 2025.
We believe new risks may emerge, namely supply chain
bottlenecks and more challenged development viability as
costs increase. However, this would limit risks to rents from
new supply supporting rental pressure in certain sectors. We
still believe that, in order to meet sustainability requirements,
upgrading space will ultimately be beneficial in terms of asset
values. This would allow investors to capitalise on potentially
‘green’ or environmentally friendly premia, most evident in
London offices. However, we acknowledge higher
development costs create practical challenges in this regard.

Inflation risks
Rhetoric around inflation, and property's ability to hedge
against it, has increased further. We reiterate the advantages
of inflation linked leases and the need for pricing power
within alternative sectors. Our view is that operational real
estate exposures to growth sectors, such as self-storage,
may act as potential mitigants in a scenario of persistent cost
increases.

Annualised sector forecast returns for 2021-2025 and
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We expect the MSCI Annual Index for All Property to return at
least 12% in 2021, significantly higher than expected at the
start of the year. Other key views are:

return the UK to pre-pandemic absolute levels of GDP during
H2 2021, but expectations for a return to pre-pandemic trend
levels have been pushed back to beyond 2022. Although there
has been a marginal deceleration in growth expectations in
recent weeks, consistent with the global outlook, our view is
that the current recovery is sufficient to raise rental growth
expectations ahead of those made at the start of the year.
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Our views – optimistic on alternatives, still selective
on retail
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1 Source: LGIM as at October 2021.
2 Source: Financial Times, 11 October 2021.
3 Source: Remit Consulting data as at 8 October 2021 showed that over the 90 days of the June quarter, 88.8% of the rent due had been collected compared to 80.7% at the
same point during the March quarter.
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Drilling down: segment expectations for 2022-2025
The below table is a summary of our views as to which segments we see typically outperforming/underperforming the MSCI
Annual Index for All Property.
2022-2025
Outperformers

Direct-let student accommodation; leisure; BtR residential (London); urban logistics; provincial
central business district (CBD) offices; West End / mid-town offices; BtR residential (Non-London);
City offices

In line with benchmark

Rest of SE multi-let industrials; northern multi-let industrials; London unit shops; trade parks; South
East CBD offices; care homes; London multi-let industrials; office parks

Underperformers

Solus retail warehouses; supermarkets; retail parks; shopping centres; distribution warehouses; unit
shops (non-London)

Sector views in detail
Retail
We believe an underweight position in the retail sector versus
the benchmark continues to be warranted, with a more
buoyant investment market providing an opportunity to
dispose of non-core assets with poor long-term
fundamentals.
While growing evidence of values finding a floor is welcome,
we caution that the structural challenges facing the retail
sector have further to run, with ultimately net negative
implications for occupational demand over the medium term,
and risks of a pick-up in retailer insolvencies as the
moratorium ends in the near term. We expect this to
contribute to increased polarisation in performance between,
and within, retail sub-sectors, with real risks around rental
levels and capex requirements for assets in over-supplied and
over-rented locations. We expect active asset management,
alongside location fundamentals, to be key in influencing
investment performance.
We anticipate the greatest resilience in the sector to come
from supermarkets and retail warehousing, with right-sized,
relevant assets on affordable rents able to play an incomeproducing role in portfolios, with the added benefit of some
further near-term yield compression. We believe London retail
will remain challenged in the near term, albeit with scope for a
rebound in performance for stronger locations on rebased
rents over 2022/23, while non-London retail and shopping
centres are anticipated to weigh on performance. We expect
sector returns of 4.4% over the period 2021-2025, reducing to
4.1% when excluding 2021.
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Student accommodation
Student take-up for the 2021/22 academic year has been
robust, which is now being reflected in higher levels of
accommodation bookings. The bifurcation of higher
education institutions has become more apparent this year;
higher-tariff universities have continued to outperform their
peers, with acceptances up by 2.6% year-on-year, compared
to a -3.1% and -4.1% fall respectively for medium- and lowertariff institutions.
The quality of the institutions will remain a key focal point to
drive investment decisions, in our view. Short-term risks
remain around travel restrictions, curbing the ability for
international students to enter the country and long-term
risks could evolve around any politically driven policies which
might restrict growth in the overall pool of students. We
expect returns of 6.6% over the period 2022-2025 increasing
to in excess of 7% when excluding 2021.
Build-to-Rent residential
Investor appetite for the BtR sector is strong with more
evidence of yield compression. We expect this to continue
throughout our forecast period. More recently, much of this
has been concentrated within non-London regions (70% of
investment volumes), a result of relative insulation from the
pandemic's effect on the rental sector and the availability of
investible stock. This has resulted in more yield compression
than previously expected.
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Our views on London remain broadly consistent. While the
recovery in demand was slower to emerge during the first half
of 2021, there has been a notable increase since the summer.
It would appear that the potential risks of London's appeal
waning have been overstated. While we expect to see only a
partial recovery in the pandemic rental value loss this year,
there are areas, mainly in outer London boroughs, which have
surpassed their pre-pandemic levels. More momentum is
expected through 2022 and 2023 and we expect total returns
to average 6.7% p.a. over 2021-2025.
Leisure
The robust initial recovery in consumer demand seen over the
second half of 2021 reinforces our view that the structural
tailwinds that have supported the leisure sector over the past
decade have not been diminished by COVID-19. We expect
the near term to be primarily a story of rebuilding for leisure
occupiers, with cost pressures causing some short-term
disruption to margins and cinemas rebuilding more gradually
than other leisure sub-sectors.
Occupational demand has been more resilient than
anticipated over 2021, and with vacancy levels lower than
originally expected, we believe the sector’s recovery will gain
momentum over the course of 2022. We anticipate yield
compression and favourable income returns to result in
outperformance of the benchmark from 2022. The challenges
posed by COVID-19 for existing leisure owners, combined with
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our expectation of positive performance, may result in buying
opportunities and, we believe, the sector offers value both on
an historic basis and relative to the wider market.
Offices
Returns of 5.1% p.a. are expected over 2021-2025, improving
to 5.5% p.a. when excluding 2021, with regional cities and
London outperforming sluggish performance from South
East offices and office parks. We maintain our view that there
will be changes to the sector given new working practices but
that this will result in a polarisation in values rather than an
overall collapse as occupiers favour higher quality, city centre
assets.
We note, however, the disconnect between current vacancies
(high) and rental values (stable), especially in London. We
think this is evidence of the aforementioned polarisation, as
good quality properties continue to support benchmark
values. That said, a more pessimistic view would be that
values are yet to correct. We therefore note downside risks to
these forecasts, especially as reoccupation data is still in the
early stages of being released.
Key strategies, assuming fair value, will be the repositioning
of average assets to sustainable and efficient assets via
refurbishment, with increasing evidence for sustainability
premia in rental values supporting this strategy.

Industrial
Our view is that significant yield compression over 2021 will
drive returns in excess of 23% this year, led by increases of up
to 30% in London. We believe this leaves little scope for further
upside from yield impact over the remaining forecast period.
Occupational market drivers remain compelling, with recent
supply chain fragilities accentuating drivers for storage and
onshoring. We have consistently held a relatively more
pessimistic view on distribution warehouses given increased
levels of construction. Although the industrial sector is still
expected to outperform the All Property Index over five years,
this relative performance drops when 2021 is excluded.
Excluding 2021, industrial returns decelerate from 7.9% p.a. to
less than 5% p.a. Nevertheless, rental growth in excess of
3.5% p.a. over the forecast period is illustrative of the sector’s
solid occupational fundamentals. Asset management and
stock rotation will be increasingly vital to drive relative
performance, in our view. We still see outperformance from
urban logistics and the operational style and needs-based
drivers behind the self-storage sector warrant further
investment, in our view. Within this overall return we expect
performance over the 2022-2025 horizon of around 6.5% for
urban logistics assets and 5.5% for South East multilet
estates with performance from distribution warehouses
slowing as more stock enters the market.

Portfolio implications
The key change compared to our spring outlook is that,
beyond 2021, we see more compelling performance from
sectors other than industrial. We would emphasise that there
remain powerful drivers supporting industrial occupational
markets, with outperformance possible from specific
segments and strategies, but we feel many of these positive
attributes have now been priced into valuations.
Among alternatives, the fundamentals of BtR residential and
student accommodation are strong. Our expectations for the
leisure sector, London and regional offices, and parts of the retail
sector are also suggestive of a rotation towards these areas.
A portfolio tilt towards operational real estate could aid
performance and align occupier and investor interests in the
underlying real estate and its sustainability credentials. It
would also reduce the potential impact of any weakening in
landlord and tenant contracts compared with more traditional
investment styles. Furthermore, it offers a potential route to
hedge in an inflationary environment, assuming that cost
increases incurred by the operators can be passed on.
The benefits of sustainable, well-managed properties are
increasingly clear and increased polarisation between
qualities of space and an acceleration of pre-pandemic
trends is expected. In this context our forecast numbers
should be seen as an average around which allowances for
different investment styles and asset qualities should
increasingly be made.
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Contact us
For further information about LGIM Real Assets, please visit www.lgim.com/realassets or email contactrealassets@lgim.com
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